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GreenMan says:
ACTD Proudly Presents:

Star Trek: Apache 
Episode 24: "The Majestic" 
Week 3 

The Apache crew has embarked on the cruise ship Majestic. All was going well until the ship got to Caprica system, a ternary star system.

As the crew prepared for a formal dinner, the Majestic suddenly jolted beneath them and began to drift slowly towards the blue giant she was approaching

All power is off, lights are off, havoc is on

<<<<< RESUME MISSION - Week 3 >>>>>

EO_Tana says:
::brushes carpet fibers off his dress jacket, looking around::
CMO_Naegle says:
::moving around in the dining room checking on people::
CTO_Yeung says:
::with much sarcasm:: All: Wee...are we having fun yet? ::grumbles as he gets up::
OPS_Sorsion says:
::scrambles to his feet as he stands on a table and calls for everyone to gather round:: All: Come on over here folks, there's nothing to worry about, just gather around.
CTO_Yeung says:
::checks around and helps the others off the floor::
CMO_Naegle says:
::looks up at Sorsion and gives him a dirty look::
MO_Powers says:
::wipes at the drinks on his jacket with a cloth.::
EO_Tana says:
CTO: Are you all right, sir?
CTO_Yeung says:
::nods to Tana:: EO: Yeah, how about you?
CMO_Naegle says:
::hollering above the noise:: ALL: Is everyone all right?
OPS_Sorsion says:
::feels a dirty look being gazed upon him but can't see well in the diminished lighting:: All: Come on, gather 'round.  I'm sure the crew of the Majestic is taking care of the problem!
MO_Powers says:
Self: Damn, I'm gonna have to get changed before dinner.
EO_Tana says:
::shrugs:: CTO: I'm fine sir, but beginning to dislike this vacation. ::looks around:: Captain wanted us to take a look around?
CMO_Naegle says:
OPS: You sound like a used car salesman!
CO_Linard says:
::braces herself in her chair and looks at the crew::
OPS_Sorsion says:
::looks over in the CMO's direction and hops down next to her:: CMO: I'm just following orders Doctor, what's a car?
CO_Linard says:
::stands carefully and casually heads over to the CTO:: CTO: Everything okay?
CMO_Naegle says:
::grins:: OPS: I don't know, something I heard about that they used to get around in the 20th century.
MO_Powers says:
::moves round to Dr Naegle:: CMO: It'll be over in a few minutes I suppose.
GreenMan says:
ACTION: The Majestic continues in her slow arc towards the blue giant star. The only lights throughout the ship are those coming from the viewports/windows
CTO_Yeung says:
CO: Looks like everyone OK, captain. Are you all right?
CMO_Naegle says:
MO: What will be over, John?
CO_Linard says:
::nods:: CTO: I'm just worried about what's going on. Does this thing have Jeffery tubes?
OPS_Sorsion says:
::smiles back at the nice doctor:: CMO: Is that so, I'd like to hear more about them in the future, should we survive this ordeal. CO: Captain, we should make our way to Engineering and see if we can lend a hand.
CSO_Bern says:
::stumbles over toward the rest of the Apache crew, seized by having fallen twice from the shaking, and twice more from having tripped over those who weren't paying attention::
MO_Powers says:
CMO: This trouble we seem to be having. I hope there will be enough time for me to get changed before the dinner.
CMO_Naegle says:
::nods toward the OPS:: Anytime.
EO_Tana says:
::walks along the walls, looking for vents and access ports::
Capt. Adama says:
*All*: This is the Captain. we are experiencing some technical difficulties. Remain calm and be assured that the crew is doing their best to .... CZAD@#Dsls... ::voice trails off::
CTO_Yeung says:
::nods to the captain:: CO: Yes, it does.
GreenMan says:
ACTION: through the still open channel, the sound of phaser/disruptor blasts can be heard, and yelling and all that stuff. Then, the channel goes dead
CSO_Bern says:
::regains his composure and tries to straighten his jacket, though it still feels crooked and uncomfortable::
CMO_Naegle says:
::looks dumbfounded at the MO:: MO: Uh, John, I don't think you've noticed we're drifting toward the blue giant.
OPS_Sorsion says:
::hears the communication system go off and makes his way to the Captain's side:: CO: Captain, that sounded like phaser fire!
CTO_Yeung says:
CO: Uh oh. that was weapon's fire.
CO_Linard says:
::hears the Captain:: CTO/OPS: Well at least something works....
CO_Linard says:
::looks at the CTO:: CTO: I don't like the sound of that....
MO_Powers says:
CMO: Probably a temporary loss of power. Something simple that will be dealt with in a matter of minutes.
OPS_Sorsion says:
::gives a heads up to the CTO:: CTO: Do you have any weapons stored away somewhere, perhaps for a rainy day?
EO_Tana says:
::hears the shouts and gunfire and isn't the least bit unnerved by it, resumes investigating the door:
CMO_Naegle says:
::hears the weapons fire:: MO: And what do you make of that?
CO_Linard says:
::motions to everyone to gather round::
CSO_Bern says:
::approaches Commander Yeung::  CTO:  I guess asking what's going on would be a waste of breath.
CMO_Naegle says:
::gathers with the rest of the crew around the Captain::
MO_Powers says:
CMO: err... give me a moment and I'll come up with something.
CMO_Naegle says:
::nods at the MO:: MO: I thought so.
OPS_Sorsion says:
::hears the CSO approaching and looks over in his direction and gives him a heads up then looks back to the CTO awaiting a response::
CTO_Yeung says:
CO: what now, captain?
CSO_Bern says:
::folds his arms in front of him and walks over to the Captain;  nods to Lieutenant Sorsion::
CMO_Naegle says:
CO: Are you all right, Captain?
CO_Linard says:
ALL: Okay, from the sounds of that that transmission, there's trouble. I want us all to find jefferies tubes out of this room and split up into groups. I'm not about to sit around and wait for us all to be killed.....
EO_Tana says:
::calls out  a bit:: All: Uh.... ::looks back at the door;: Excuse me? This one's open. ::points to the blinking green light on the door::
CTO_Yeung says:
EO: Yes, but the decks are all sealed off.
OPS_Sorsion says:
::looks over at Tana's direction:: CTO: Where would the armory on this vessel be located? Hypothetically speaking.
CSO_Bern says:
::sees a few eavesdropping civilians start back at hearing "wait for us all to be killed..."::  ::wonders whether the situation is that serious::
CMO_Naegle says:
MO: John, why don't you and I split up, so that there will be medical people in at least two groups?
CO_Linard says:
CMO/EO/CSO: Okay, you three are with me..... CTO: Jon, take Sorsian and Powers with you and head to main engineering. I'm going to try and get to the bridge....
CTO_Yeung says:
::takes a moment to think:: OPS: Probably near the bridge.
EO_Tana says:
CTO: I know sir, but we have no options in here. Maybe out there we will. If I can kill the power to the maglock, we can probably force the door open.
MO_Powers says:
CMO: OK, sure.
CTO_Yeung says:
::nods to the captain::
CMO_Naegle says:
MO: Especially since we've just been ordered to by the captain. ::smiles::
CMO_Naegle says:
::nods to the captain.::
OPS_Sorsion says:
::nods to the Captain's orders and looks to the CTO:: CTO: Looks like we're together. ::looks over to the MO and nods::
CMO_Naegle says:
CO: Which way, sir?
EO_Tana says:
::takes the knife from the dinner table and pries off the control panel, slicing the power lines to kill the lock on the door and allow it to be forced::
CO_Linard says:
::grins:: CMO: We'll just have to follow our noses, Doctor
OPS_Sorsion says:
::waits for the CTO's orders on a method of proceeding::
MO_Powers says:
::smiles at Janet and nods::
CTO_Yeung says:
::looks at Tana, then follows suit and grabs a dinner knife and tucks it in his belt::
CMO_Naegle says:
::lifts up her nose and sniffs playfully::
CO_Linard says:
::looks back at her team:: EO/CMO/CSO: So much for dinner, huh?
CTO_Yeung says:
All: There are some maps on the wall, I suggest we memorize it as best we can.
CMO_Naegle says:
::grins:: CO: It's okay, I wasn't hungry anyway.  ::feels stomach growl::
EO_Tana says:
::smiles a little at the captain:: CO: Didn't like what was on the menu anyway, ma'am. ::digs his fingers into the edge of the door and pulls back, forcing the door back into its receptacle::
MO_Powers says:
Waiter: Do you have any food in here? Sandwiches or something?
CSO_Bern says:
CO: I was rather hungry too ... ::feels a bit of a shiver and goes over toward the Captain::  CO: I've been looking at the star ... ::tilts his head toward the window:: Without even so much as a calculator, it's hard to say how long until the star pulls us within dangerous radiation levels.
OPS_Sorsion says:
::nods to the CTO:: CTO: Aye sir, let's do this. ::heads over to one of the walls and begins examining the topology::
CTO_Yeung says:
OPS/MO: Looks like we got quite a trip for us. We need to get to deck 35, section D.
GreenMan says:
ACTION: Tana's work manages to get the first lock open. The crew gains access to sector B
CO_Linard says:
::nods:: CSO: Would you say it's a fully mature blue giant?
CO_Linard says:
::looks for an emergency supply locker and looks for palm beacons::
Waiter says:
::nods and hands John some egg sandwiches::
MO_Powers says:
Waiter: Is that all you have got?
EO_Tana says:
::moves out into the new section, seeing the same alarms and nothing much of use on first glance::
Waiter says:
::nods::
CO_Linard says:
::looks to the EO:: EO: Well?
CSO_Bern says:
CO: From what I know of the star system, not really. It depends on your definition of mature.  Blue giants live anywhere between ten thousand to one hundred thousand years...  ::shrugs::  I'm not sure how long this one's been charted.
OPS_Sorsion says:
CTO: Sir, yes sir.  Perhaps we should find an abandoned turboshaft and some cable to repel down.
EMMA says:
::moves ahead, dutifully scanning::
MO_Powers says:
Waiter: I guess it'll do. ::starts eating::
EO_Tana says:
CO: As long as we can find doors as easy as this, we should be able to move through the ship.
CO_Linard says:
::nods:: CSO: Understood. Looks to me like its well aged... and with a gravity just as strong.... I'm not going to bet on it taking very long to suck us in.....
CTO_Yeung says:
::nods to OPS:: OPS/MO: We'll stay with the captain's team until we hit section C. then we'll move on to D, then down to deck 35.
CO_Linard says:
EO: That was too easy ... ::tries to sense things around her:: ...
MO_Powers says:
CTO: where are we now? ::takes another bite of his sandwich::
CTO_Yeung says:
MO: Section B.
CMO_Naegle says:
::looks at the captain and gets ready for action.:: CO: Sensing anything, Captain?
MO_Powers says:
CTO: Oh, OK.
OPS_Sorsion says:
::nods and agrees with the CTO:: CTO: We'll need to find some cable, or rope.  Would any of the replicators have reserve power?
CSO_Bern says:
CO: I doubt it.  I'm more worried about the radiation.  ::lowers his voice:: In all honesty, if the deflectors went down, everyone aboard would be killed by radiation poisoning long before we impacted the star.
EO_Tana says:
::glances sideways at the captain:: CO: Don't knock easy, ma'am. It's better than hard. ::looks down at the robot:: Emma, lights. ::blinks for a second as the lamps in her shoulders come on::
CTO_Yeung says:
::shakes his head:: OPS: Not on a ship like this.
CSO_Bern says:
::looks around the deck for anything suspicious or unusual, and making sure there aren't any civilians that decided to get brave and follow::
CTO_Yeung says:
OPS: Any idea what we could use for rope?
CO_Linard says:
::glances at the CSO with a wry grin:: CSO: Thanks for that comfort, Mr. Bern....
CSO_Bern says:
::winces a little:: CO: Sorry, Captain. ::shrugs a little sheepishly:: I thought you should know.
EO_Tana says:
CO: He's right ma'am, and if the radiation didn't get us, the hull would burn off long before then too.
OPS_Sorsion says:
::thinks for a moment and looks around the room:: CTO: We could use the cabling that's in the walls.
CO_Linard says:
::pats his arm:: CSO: Quite all right, Roger. It's why I asked...
CSO_Bern says:
CO: We might be shorter on time than we think, is my point. ::shrugs inwardly::
EO_Tana says:
::follows the robot's lights, moving back toward C:: CO: If we can get access to C-Section, we might be able to find some maintenance ladders that we can follow up to Deck One. ::mutters:: If we can get into C..
CMO_Naegle says:
::rolls her eyes:: EO/CSO: Boy, you guys are just full of good news, aren't you?
CTO_Yeung says:
::nods:: OPS: All right. Let's see if we can get a panel of the wall off. ::checks the wall::
CO_Linard says:
::gives Tana a look:: EO: Ahh, the vacuum of space.... yes... much quicker way to die
MO_Powers says:
::smiles at Janet's comment::
OPS_Sorsion says:
CTO: Aye sir. ::goes over to the wall and sticks his fingers into a latch:: MO: Could use some help here.
EO_Tana says:
::shivers to the core:: CO: It's not really that quick, ma'am..
MO_Powers says:
::moves over to Sorsion:: OPS: How can I be of assistance?
CO_Linard says:
CSO/EO/CMO: Okay people... the bridge is this way.... ::heads down the dark corridor::
CMO_Naegle says:
::starts to shiver at the thought:: All: Let's try to keep ourselves from experiencing that, okay?
CSO_Bern says:
::feels rather useless, other than being a harbinger of doom:: ::follows the Captain, still keeping an eye out to their rear::
GreenMan says:
ACTION: while looking back, the CSO stumbles into something in the darkness and falls over. The CMO stumbles on the fallen CSO. In a row, CO and CMO all stumble over each other.
CTO_Yeung says:
::finds a maintenance panel and uses the knife to pry it open::
CO_Linard says:
::stumbles:: Aloud: Oomph!
CSO_Bern says:
::trips over something while he was looking behind him, then has the wind knocked out of him from behind::
CMO_Naegle says:
::bumps into the CSO and falls over:: All: Hmmmph
EMMA says:
::turns at the sound, flashing her lights on the funny pile of bodies::
CO_Linard says:
::tries to find the floor from all the moving around her::
OPS_Sorsion says:
::pulls his hand out and goes over to the CTO:: MO: Over here.  CTO/MO: What do you make of this?
CMO_Naegle says:
CSO: You all right, Roger?
CSO_Bern says:
::frantically sucks air in, having no idea what happened and verging on panic::
MO_Powers says:
::laughs quietly at the pile of bodies on the floor::
CO_Linard says:
CSO/EO/CMO: What was that? ::looks down::
CTO_Yeung says:
::opens the ::turns to Sorsion:: OPS: What is it?
CSO_Bern says:
::takes a deep breath:: CMO: Uhm, yeah. I'm fine. ::scoots out from under the pile into a sitting position::
GreenMan says:
ACTION: the CSO feels the hand of a Majestic crewmember, whom he has stumbled over for starts. The hand is ... cold
MO_Powers says:
OPS: Yeah, what is it?
CMO_Naegle says:
::gets up and nods at the CSO::
CSO_Bern says:
CMO:  Doctor, your hands are rather cold... ::looks down at the floor...his eyes become wide as saucers::
EO_Tana says:
::covers his mouth and steps back:: Self: Oh gods...
CO_Linard says:
::senses sudden fear and shock from the CSO:: CSO: Roger? You okay?
CSO_Bern says:
::gulps, then quickly jumps to his feet and backpedals away from the body on the floor::
OPS_Sorsion says:
::hears a crash in the hallway and snaps his head out into the direction of the sound then back to the talking CTO and then back to the panel:: CTO/MO: I'm not sure, it seems to be a maintenance port of some sort.
CSO_Bern says:
CO:  Captain, look.  ::points to the floor::
CMO_Naegle says:
::Looks at her hands and where the CSO was:: CSO: Roger, those weren't my hands.  ::Eyes get wide::
OPS_Sorsion says:
CTO/MO: Could be anything to be quite frank, without a tricorder we can't be certain.
CTO_Yeung says:
OPS: Hey, that's good. Let's try to get it open.
CO_Linard says:
::looks down::
CO_Linard says:
::softly:: CSO/EO/CMO: Oh my.....
CMO_Naegle says:
::gets down to take a closer look:: CO: It gets worse, there are phaser burns on this man's back.
CTO_Yeung says:
::heads over to the latch Sorsion was talking about::
MO_Powers says:
::walks up to the latch and helps Jon get it open::
CO_Linard says:
::straightens and looks down the hallway trying to sense anyone else in the vicinity:: CSO/EO/CMO: Let's keep moving...
OPS_Sorsion says:
::grabs a butter knife and sticks it into the latch:: CTO: Perhaps we should help the Captain...
CSO_Bern says:
::wipes his hands on his uniform jacket several times, and looks away:: CO: I think that's a good idea.
CMO_Naegle says:
::gets back up:: CO/EO/CSO: Good idea.
EO_Tana says:
::agrees completely and urges Emma along, following the lighted path through the badly listing ship::
CO_Linard says:
::heads down the hallway::
CSO_Bern says:
::follows the captain and engineer::
CTO_Yeung says:
::grunts and gets the latch open:: OPS: Don't worry about the captain. She's got a good team with her.
CO_Linard says:
CSO/EO/CMO: Well whoever or whatever killed him has moved on... there isn't anyone else in this corridor.... at least no one that's alive except us that is
CMO_Naegle says:
::follows the captain, listening but not always commenting::
OPS_Sorsion says:
::nods and pokes around at what he's looking at:: CTO: Yes sir.
EO_Tana says:
::doesn't think that's particularly comforting, but doesn't mention it, just continues to follow the corridor, thinking how much uglier the ship is in the dark without the lights and glitter::
CTO_Yeung says:
OPS: See anything we could use in there?
CO_Linard says:
CSO/EO/CMO: We shouldn't have much farther to go now.... everyone okay?
CSO_Bern says:
CO: I'm kind of shaken up, but I'm fine. ::constantly watching the floor now, not wishing to repeat that experience::
CMO_Naegle says:
CO: I'm doing all right.  CSO: Roger, it'll be all right.
EO_Tana says:
::looks over his shoulder:: CO: Yes ma'am... ::takes a right off the corridor to a larger one::
MO_Powers says:
CTO/OPS: We could tie tablecloths together like in old films.
CSO_Bern says:
::nods a little, feeling marginally better:: CMO: Thanks.
CMO_Naegle says:
::smiles at him:: CSO: Anytime.
CO_Linard says:
CSO/EO/CMO: We're in the right section, we just need to find a way up....
OPS_Sorsion says:
CTO: Humm... ::looks in and around:: CTO: No, but it's long and deep.  MO: That's an idea.
CTO_Yeung says:
::scratches his head:: MO: That could work.
CSO_Bern says:
::manages a smile::
CSO_Bern says:
::stops a moment and looks overhead, wondering at the captain's comment::
CTO_Yeung says:
MO/OPS: Let's hurry and get them from the lounge.
CMO_Naegle says:
CO: Is it so bad that you can't tell if it's up or down? ::grins to let her know she's kidding::
CO_Linard says:
::points to the access ladder that they are approaching:: CSO/EO/CMO: That should do it....
EO_Tana says:
::approaches the ladder and looks up its length:: CO: This might be it, ma'am..
MO_Powers says:
::goes back to the lounge and gets as many table cloths as he can carry::
OPS_Sorsion says:
::nods and runs into the lounge crashing things down as he pulls the tablecloths off of the tables and pockets a fork and two knives:: MO: They should be tied in a type A deadman's knots. ::hands a couple over to the MO:: MO: You do know how to tie that of course.
CTO_Yeung says:
::follows the MO and gets as many table clothes he can::
CO_Linard says:
CSO/EO/CMO: Okay Mr. Tana... you first....
CSO_Bern says:
::walks up to the ladder:: Self: Completely missed that. ::rubs his eyes, as the dim lighting is beginning to wear on his sensitive eyes::
CTO_Yeung says:
::begins tying up the ends of the tableclothes together::
EO_Tana says:
::why me first?:: CO: Yes ma'am, thank you ma'am. ::heads up the ladder into the dark::
MO_Powers says:
::ties the tablecloths he got together::
OPS_Sorsion says:
::takes a couple and begins to tie them in the manner he just described and ties one end to a loose end on the CTO's chain and begins to see all the 'rope' fan out::
CTO_Yeung says:
::tugs on the cloth to make sure it's steady::
CMO_Naegle says:
::watches as Tana goes up the ladder::
CSO_Bern says:
::looks up the ladder, and already can't see Tana in the darkness:: CO: .. Should I go next?
OPS_Sorsion says:
::begins to run the tablecloth rope over to section C and looks for an access point to get to D::
EO_Tana says:
::tightens his grip as the ship groans, and then continues up, trying to ignore the metallic clanking of Emma's claws on the rungs::
CO_Linard says:
::nods at the CSO:: CSO:
MO_Powers says:
::hands his tied pieces to Jon to add on when he finishes his::
OPS_Sorsion says:
::feels up the wall for an access point to get through::
CTO_Yeung says:
::rolls up the chain of cloth to make it easier to carry and follows Sorsion::
MO_Powers says:
::follows the others::
OPS_Sorsion says:
::locates a hatch but on the wrong wall, opens it anyways and looks in::
EO_Tana says:
::looks back down to make sure everyone else is okay, and then starts up again, looking for some kind of signage on where they are::
CO_Linard says:
::nods to the CMO:: CMO: You're next Doctor
CSO_Bern says:
::rubs the palms of his hands on his jacket and grabs the nearest rung...makes his way up at a moderate pace::
CTO_Yeung says:
OPS/MO: OK, the captain and the others are on their way up. We need to get to D and head down.
CTO_Yeung says:
::tries to get a hatch open to the to the next section::
MO_Powers says:
CTO: Aye sir.
CMO_Naegle says:
::thinks "Gee thanks" but just nods: CO: Aye, sir.
CMO_Naegle says:
::begins going up the ladder::
CO_Linard says:
::takes the ladder after the CMO::

OPS_Sorsion says:
::nods to the CTO and crawls into the hatch hoping it will lead to another hatch:: Self: Damn.  Dead end. ::turns around and crawls back out:: 
CTO_Yeung says:
::grunts and manages to open a way to section D::
OPS_Sorsion says:
::heads over to the CTO:: CTO: You all right sir?
CO_Linard says:
::tails her team as she climbs the ladder matching their pace::
CTO_Yeung says:
::waves the MO and OPS over:: MO/OPS: Come on, I've got us through.
MO_Powers says:
::goes through::
CTO_Yeung says:
::walks down the dark corridor:: MO/OPS: Let's try to find the turbolift.
OPS_Sorsion says:
::nods to the CTO and goes through dragging some of the length of rope behind him:: CTO/MO: Now to find a deserted turbo shaft.
EO_Tana says:
::keeps up a steady climbing pace, looking back down on occasion:: All: Is everyone all right?
CSO_Bern says:
EO:  Yeah, I'm all right.
CO_Linard says:
CSO/EO/CMO: Doing great Mr. Tana.
CO_Linard says:
CMO: Janet?
CTO_Yeung says:
::finds the doors to the turbo shaft and uses the dinner knife to pry it open:: OPS/MO: Lend me a hand here.
GreenMan says:
ACTION: Ten minutes later ... after much struggle, the CO's group reach Deck 2. The CTO and his group reach Deck 30 on section D
CO_Linard says:
::smirks:: CMO: Think of this as practice for that rock climbing expedition we'll be going on....
MO_Powers says:
::sticks his dinner knife in and helps open the door::
CTO_Yeung says:
::let's out a deep breath:: MO/OPS: Phew, that was a long descent.
MO_Powers says:
CTO: only 5 more to go.
OPS_Sorsion says:
::grabs hold of one side of the door and forces it open:: TO: Deck Thirty reached. We should reextends the rope from this deck.
CMO_Naegle says:
::Grins:: CO: All right. And I'm holding you to that.
CO_Linard says:
EO: We should be reaching deck 1 soon Mr. Tana.
EO_Tana says:
CO: yes ma'am.. and not a moment too soon. ::arms ache a little::
CTO_Yeung says:
OPS: Right. Let's hope this deck has more things we could use. ::helps open the door::
GreenMan says:
ACTION: the low sound of something falling can be heard on the shaft the CTO's group is
OPS_Sorsion says:
::nods and hops in looking around then looking up:: CTO/MO: Sirs! Get in!
CSO_Bern says:
::stretches a bit, working his fingers::
CTO_Yeung says:
::hops into the deck::
MO_Powers says:
::jumps onto deck 30::
CTO_Yeung says:
::glances up for a moment::
CO_Linard says:
::pauses for a moment scolding herself that she hasn't gotten more climbing practice in::
GreenMan says:
ACTION: a turbocar falls through, completely out of control, nearly missing the CTO's head ... and smashes noisily on the shaft's bottom
CMO_Naegle says:
::looks down at the Captain:: CO: You okay?
EO_Tana says:
::sees a bit of signage ahead in the edges of EMMA's beam and smiles as they start getting closer to the end::
CTO_Yeung says:
::jumps back:: MO/OPS: Whoa! That was close...
CO_Linard says:
::pants slightly:: CMO: Aside from a little out of breath... I'm great
OPS_Sorsion says:
::eyes go wide:: CTO: You're telling me.. ::looks down the shaft below them::
EO_Tana says:
::looks up at the heavy door:: CO: Ma'am, internal airlock door.
CTO_Yeung says:
::looks down at the wreckage below:: OPS/MO: Great. Looks like we'll have to find another way down.
CMO_Naegle says:
::grins:: CO: Are you a bit out of shape, dear Captain?
CO_Linard says:
::groans slightly:: Self; I knew that..... EO: Okay, so how do we get around it?
OPS_Sorsion says:
::nods:: CTO: It shouldn't be far from here sir. ::looks around the deck and looks for things they can use::
CSO_Bern says:
EO: Shouldn't it open rather easily?
CO_Linard says:
CMO: Just not in shape enough to be climbing 5 decks on one ladder
EO_Tana says:
CO: Uh... ::wraps his leg around the ladder to steady himself and starts working at the controls to try to pop the manual lever:: I might be able to get it open..
CTO_Yeung says:
OPS/MO: Well, let's take a look around this deck, see if we get use anything.
CMO_Naegle says:
::smiles:: CO: Okay, I'll give you that.  I'm a bit out of it myself. ::breathing a bit harder::
GreenMan says:
ACTION: the airlock to the Bridge finally opens
CO_Linard says:
CSO: Mr. Bern, can you get up there to give him a hand?
CO_Linard says:
::hears the opening of the airlock:: CSO: Oh, nevermind....
EO_Tana says:
Self: That was easy... ::pokes his head up to look around::
OPS_Sorsion says:
CTO: Yes sir, we should look for a jeffries tube from this point down. ::goes on about looking for a hatch downwards::
CSO_Bern says:
::just smiles somewhat to himself::
CO_Linard says:
::grows wary:: Self; That was a little too easy
CTO_Yeung says:
::dalks down the wall, looking for a hatch::
GreenMan says:
ACTION: it was only Captain Adama's dead body blocking the airlock. His dead eyes are starring right into Tana's face
CSO_Bern says:
::thinks he's probably a bit too sore and out of energy to provide much assistance with things like that, anyhow::
EO_Tana says:
::shakes his head and moves the body to the side as he climbs further up:: All: We're through... ::moves it to the side::
CO_Linard says:
EO: Can you see anything?
OPS_Sorsion says:
::grabs onto a heavy looking object and examines it throwing it into the darkness::
EO_Tana says:
::looks down:: CO: yes ma'am.. it's Captain Adama. I'm sorry, Captain. He's dead.
CMO_Naegle says:
EO: Are there any phaser burns on him?
MO_Powers says:
::looks for a hatch::
CTO_Yeung says:
MO/OPS: you guys find anything yet?
CO_Linard says:
::tries to hide her shock:: EO: Thank you Mr. Tana. I was afraid of that.....
OPS_Sorsion says:
CTO: No sir, nothing of rele... ::feels something like a latch:: CTO: Maybe ... ::feels around it with his hands::
CO_Linard says:
::climbs up onto the bridge with the rest of her team immediately trying to sense anything or anyone around her::
GreenMan says:
ACTION: there's no one on the bridge (alive) ... there's only the computer speaking
CSO_Bern says:
::feels a bit restless, regardless of fatigue:: CO: Should I go up too, Captain?
EO_Tana says:
::looks over his front, and then lifts his shoulder up to look:: CMO: it looks so, ma'am. I see some burn marks on his back. ::steps back from the body:: Maybe you should just examine him, Doctor. I wouldn't want to... contaminate anything.
MO_Powers says:
CTO:no sir.
CO_Linard says:
CSO/EO/CMO: Yes, Roger. We're all going up.... whatever killed them all... has moved on
CMO_Naegle says:
::nods to the EO and kneels down by Captain Adama and examines him::
CSO_Bern says:
::nods a little bit and climbs the few rungs to emerge onto the bridge::
Computer says:
10... 9... 8... 7...
EO_Tana says:
::back somewhat in his element, he starts moving toward the bridge stations:: Self: Uh-oh..
OPS_Sorsion says:
::pulls on it and opens something and looks in:: CTO: I think I have something.
CO_Linard says:
::pales:: EO: Tana! Shut that down!! Now!
CSO_Bern says:
::sets foot on the deck plating and quickly moves out of the way::
CMO_Naegle says:
::thinks "Darn"::
Computer says:
6... 5... 4...
CTO_Yeung says:
::heads over to Sorsion:: OPS: What is it?
CO_Linard says:
Computer: Halt countdown.... authorization... Kathleen Linard... Omicron Theda 1245
EO_Tana says:
Self: Uh.. uh... ::looks around quickly and runs toward the most important looking station on the bridge, eyes flicking from button to button::
OPS_Sorsion says:
CTO: Seems like a hatch leading down.  Could be it.
Computer says:
CO: Authorization denied. This is not a Starfleet Vessel if you haven't noticed yet
Computer says:
3... 2...
CO_Linard says:
CSO/EO/CMO: Oh great a smart alec of a computer..... EO: Shoot the damn thing!
GreenMan says:
<<<<< PAUSE MISSION >>>>>

